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Abstract: Geoanalysis models are an abstraction and expression of geographic 

phenomena and processes which are associated to environmental issues. Such models 

continue to be created in many different domains, and collaborative modeling and 

simulation using models in the open web environment is becoming popular for geographic 

and environmental research. Service-oriented sharing and reusing of distributed 

geoanalysis models is an important foundation of this type of work. However, service-

oriented modelling faces several challenges, especially associated with reusing 

heterogeneous geo-simulation model resources. This paper builds on research related to 

creating, managing, and publishing plug-and-play model services, with the aim to design 

and develop a web-based wrapper system for geoanalysis models that acts as a service 

loader and manager to publish these models as services to users. Our wrapper system can 

accomplish functions such as standardizing model preparation workflows, managing 

model services, and invoking interactive model services, thus bridging the gap between 

geo-simulation resource contributors and service users. We use the Soil and Water 

Assessment Tool (SWAT) model and the Unstructured Grid Finite Volume Community 

Ocean Model (FVCOM) as case studies to show that the developed wrapper system can 

readily and efficiently enable sharing of model resources and can contribute to 

collaborative modeling and simulation for environment across a network. 

Keywords: Geoanalysis models; Wrapper system; Web; Service-oriented
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1. Introduction

Models are abstractions and simplifications of reality (Belete et al., 2017b). Geoanalysis models are 
specifically abstractions of geographic phenomena and are typically used to simulate these phenomena 
and processes (Lu, 2011; Parsons, 2011; Lin et al., 2013a; Wen et al., 2013; Yue et al., 2016b). 
Geoanalysis models have been created in multiple domains to address a variety of problems, research 
areas, and temporal–spatial scales and to simulate different geographical phenomena, explore the 
mechanisms of processes, solve geographic and environmental problems, and support decisions (Basnyat 
et al., 2000; Claussen et al., 2002; Dickinson et al., 2006; Reichardt, 2010; Todorova et al., 2010; Dennis 
et al., 2012; Lin et al., 2013b; Zhang et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2015; Zhu et al., 2015; Yin et al., 2015; 
Wen et al., 2017). Geoanalysis models vary widely in granularity and domain. For example, some 
geoanalysis models perform simple geoprocessing tasks, such as terrain slope calculation, whereas others 
are large and complex, with many algorithms or even multiple programming languages, such as the Soil 
and Water Assessment Tool (SWAT) (Neitsch et al., 2011) model and the Weather Research and 
Forecasting (WRF) model. The analysis of complex phenomena often requires the combination of several 
models (Granell et al., 2013; Laniak et al., 2013). It is challenging for model users to reuse distributed 
geoanalysis models in unfamiliar domains. When users wish to use an unfamiliar model, they may 
expend considerable time acquiring the special knowledge necessary to make the best use of the model. 
Many researchers have worked on this problem of can reducing the cost of applying models and avoiding 
the waste of model resources (Sancho-Jiménez et al., 2008; Nativi et al., 2013). For example, the 
Community Surface Dynamics Modeling System (CSDMS) is a community of Earth scientists promoting 
the modeling of Earth surface processes (Overeem et al., 2013). Loosely coupled applications are 
becoming more popular for flexible data exchange and convenient connection with other computers 
(Curbera et al., 2002; Huhns and Singh, 2005). Based on a loosely coupled architecture, service-oriented 
sharing and reuse of these geoanalysis models and plug-and-play components in the web environment is 
becoming more prominent in research (Yang et al., 2011; Zhao et al., 2012; Laniak et al., 2013; Belete 
et al., 2017a). If models of geospatial processes can be consumed as web services, considerable time 
could be saved in organizing hardware and installing software (Granell et al., 2013). Presently, there are 
several service-oriented applications and standards for model sharing and reuse on the web. The Open 
Geospatial Consortium (OGC) web Processing Service (WPS) is a protocol and standard for executing 
geoprocessing functions via web service (Open Geospatial Consortium, 2006, Michaelis and Ames, 
2009). Tethys is a web-based application development toolkit for water resources modeling that supports 
sharing and consuming web services based functionality (Swain et al., 2016; Kadlec and Ames, 2017, 
Qiao et al., 2018). Cloud Services Innovation Platform (CSIP) is another software framework for 
providing services on the web (David et al., 2014). Other service-oriented applications and frameworks 
are also well known such as Argent (2004), Gehlot et al. (2006), Granell et al. (2010), Chen et al. (2011), 
Goodall et al. (2011), Li et al. (2011), Lü, G (2011), Butt and Li (2012), Brovelli et al. (2013), Chen et 
al. (2013), Yue et al. (2016a). In addition, there are related applications for enabling so-called “plug-and-
play” components – enabling communication within and between geoanalysis and environmental models. 
For example, the Open Modeling Interface (OpenMI) supports linking of existing and new models in 
hydrology and other domains using a software module application programmer interface (API) 
(Gregersen et al., 2007). Another API-based model interoperability approach is the Basic Model Interface 
(BMI), which is a very succinct API for providing metadata that allows a model to “fit into” a second-
level plug-and-play type wrapper (Peckham et al., 2013).
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Encapsulating geoanalysis models to generate services in the web environment is challenging 
because such models are typically heterogeneous in form (requiring different executing file and script 
files), and complex in runtime behaviors (i.e. data input/output, starting/resuming and message 
exchanging methods). It is not trivial for model builders to create custom web services for large and 
complex models because related service publication and encapsulation tools are generally lacking. 
Geoanalysis models are normally developed by different groups and individuals from different domains, 
such as hydrology, soil, and atmosphere without a standard set of user/programmer interfaces, or design 
criteria. The heterogeneity of geoanalysis models is reflected in their differences in form (such as open-
source codes, executable files, and dependent libraries), programming languages (such as C++, C#, and 
JAVA), and platforms (such as Microsoft Windows, Linux, and macOS). For example, some geoanalysis 
models are programmed using C# in Windows; thus, Linux users cannot use them. The complexity of 
geoanalysis models is reflected in the different types of data interaction and operational characteristics 
therein. For data interaction, some geoanalysis models request data from files in a local file system, such 
as the SWAT model and the Storm Water Management Model (SWMM); some geoanalysis models can 
use data available on the web. The operational characteristics of geoanalysis models also differ, such as 
data input/output, message logging and parameter control. The heterogeneity and complexity of 
geoanalysis models have led to difficulties in sharing and reusing them on the web.

Service oriented management of complex models is not trivial. Prior to running geoanalysis models, 
users must provide necessary input data. While the models are running, model status should be managed 
and the associated interactive interfaces should be opened to users, including data uploading, message 
exchanging, pausing and resuming. Once a model has finished running, model users can review the 
records and obtain output data from the models. At present, strategies for the service-oriented 
management and integration of geosimulation resources, which consist of resources for geoanalysis 
models and geodata, still have limited capacity. They thus struggle to meet the demands of running and 
invoking complex geoanalysis models on the web. Therefore, the requirement for a strategy to manage 
geosimulation resources, including model and data resources, is becoming increasingly pressing.

In summary, the main challenges in related research are as follows:

 Heterogeneity of the structures and forms of geoanalysis models – The structures and forms of 
geoanalysis models differ owing to the different domains and developers involved. If model users 
do not know the details of the geoanalysis models, it is challenging for them to invoke and use 
models from other disciplines or those developed by others.

 Lack of strategy for the management of related geosimulation resources – Model runs are 
comprehensive due to the variety of resources related to geoanalysis models. The lack of resource 
management leads to difficulties in providing effective services to model users, such as those 
allowing the management of run records and input/output data. 

 Complexity of the operation mechanism of geoanalysis models – Various geoanalysis models in 
different disciplines involve different types of data interactions and run behaviors, such as those 
involving data input/output, message logging, and parameter control. Thus, service users cannot 
easily obtain details of target geoanalysis models or the relevant data interactions and runtime 
behaviors.

This paper aims to address the above challenges by designing a service-oriented wrapper system 
and related tools for geoanalysis models with the objective of sharing strategies for preparing such 
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models, managing related geosimulation resources on computing nodes, and invoking and running 
geoanalysis models in the open web environment. The above functions also benefit interactions among 
the wrapper system, geoanalysis models, and model users. In addition, service-oriented geoanalysis 
model services can help eliminate many unnecessary procedures in model use. The remainder of this 
paper is structured as follows: The concept design for the service-oriented wrapper system for 
geoanalysis models is introduced in Section 2. In Section 3, three components of the wrapper system are 
explained – the encapsulation and packaging, management and publication, and communication and 
running interaction components – along with the related resources library. Section 4 introduces the 
creation of a prototype system and related experiments. Section 5 further discusses the wrapper system. 
Finally, the conclusions and future work of the study are presented in Section 6.

2. Conceptual Design of a Service-oriented Wrapper System

2.1 Design Criteria for a Service-oriented Wrapper System 

We provide and implement a service generation, publication and usage framework for a service-
oriented wrapper system and related tools. The main criteria are listed below.

 Be accessible on the web
 Support cross-platform running for different geoanalysis models 
 Be compatible with different types of geoanalysis models
 Make geoanalysis models plug-and-play components
 Provide rich management interfaces for administrators 
 Be convenient for service users to invoke
 Provide flexible control of complex model behaviors 

Applying the above criteria, this article describes a service-oriented wrapper system that support 
model services sharing and reusing between resource contributors and users.

2.2 Scenario Analysis of a Service-oriented Wrapper System for Geoanalysis Models

As shown in Figure 1, our service-oriented wrapper system for geoanalysis models is a service 
loader and manager that can be used to publish services offered by the models on the web. This wrapper 
system plays a key role in three steps: preparation of model resources, management and publication of 
model service resources, and invoking and running model services.

First, two phases comprise the preparation of model resources, i.e., model encapsulation and 
packing and service deployment. Model encapsulation involves model contributors (Wen et al., 2013), 
which are responsible for providing model resources to enable geoanalysis models to generate new 
models of standard form and behavior. Encapsulation can reduce the complexity and heterogeneity of 
these models in terms of how they appear to end users. Model packing then involves model contributors 
wrapping resources related to the geoanalysis models into packages, which can be deployed in the 
wrapper system. The new models are plug-and-play components for the wrapper system achieved by 
encapsulation and packing.

Second, once geoanalysis models are deployed in the wrapper system, they are stored in the system 
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and prepared as services that can be invoked on the web. Thus, the administrator of the wrapper system 
requires a management strategy, such as for records of model runs, input/output data, and other factors, 
for resources of the geo-simulation. Once the model packages have been deployed, the wrapper system 
must generate invoking interfaces for the models according to the established rules. Through these rules, 
the administrator of the wrapper system publishes the services of packages of the deployed model as 
model services, which are standardized models that can be invoked on the web. 

Finally, for demands of complex run interactions, the wrapper system for the geoanalysis models 
must achieve multiple run interactions for messages and run controls. First, the wrapper system develops 
interfaces for message exchanges between the wrapper system and the model service. Through these 
interfaces, the wrapper system controls the status of the model services. Then, through model execution 
and run monitoring, the wrapper system logs information related to the model services and sends this 
information and related statistics to service users. 

Fig. 1. Using scenario analysis of the service-oriented wrapper system for geoanalysis models.

A wrapper system for geoanalysis models can be built based on the design described in the three 
steps above, allowing the user to invoke the model services in the system and interact with them. The 
“computer resource” in Figure 1 can be a personal computer, server, or High Performance Computing 
(HPC) resource, upon which the wrapper system can be installed and thereby become a computing 
node in the network. The wrapper system can be deployed on different platforms, which can reduce 
negative effects of system heterogeneity. This design can render geoanalysis models sharable and 
reusable on the web and can bridge the gap between model contributors and model users.

2.3 Framework of a Service-oriented Wrapper System for Geoanalysis Models

Our service-oriented wrapper system for the geoanalysis models consists of four primary entities, 
three components and a simulation resource library. As shown in Figure 2, the components are the 
encapsulation and packaging component, the management and publication component, and the 
communication and running interaction component. 

All service resources are stored in the simulation resource library, which has four sub-libraries: a 
model service library, a model instance library, a data cache library, and a data preprocessing methods 
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library. The model service library stores resources related to the model service, including files and 
metadata pertaining to model services and records of model service runs. The model instance library 
stores the run instances of the model services; the run instance is the handle used to interact with a 
geoanalysis model process running in a computing node. The data cache library stores the input/output 
data of the model runs, and the data preprocessing methods library stores resources for outside service 
for data conversion that can be invoked by the model services.

Fig. 2. Framework of the service-oriented wrapper system for geoanalysis models.

Model providers first supply model service packages to prepare for model resources with the help 
of the encapsulation and packaging component. These packages encapsulate the native geoanalysis 
models through a component and create a standardized executable file that contains customized data and 
behavior interfaces. Normally, running geoanalysis models does not rely on only a single file. Thus, the 
related resources are packaged to generate model service packages, which can be deployed to the 
simulation resource library in the wrapper system. 

Following the above steps, based on the simulation library, the management and publication 
component is used to manage these geo-simulation resources in the wrapper system and publish the 
related services. The wrapper system manages these simulated resources through information 
classification and permission setting. Information classification for related geo-simulation resources 
aims to make it convenient for users to obtain related services, and permission setting is used to control 
their use limits. Moreover, through this component, resources in the wrapper system form services by 
designing the invoking interfaces of model services and publishing these services using REST web 
services. 

Finally, the wrapper system interacts with the run instances of the model services using the 
communication and running interaction component. The services can be invoked and interact with the 
wrapper system based on the communication and interaction strategy. Through this strategy, the wrapper 
system can also monitor and control the operations of model services through run monitoring and real-
time control, including records and logs of behaviors and exceptions. Therefore, the wrapper system 
forms the foundation for runtime and error analysis. Detailed design of specific system components is 
provided in the following section.
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3. Component Design of a Service-oriented Wrapper System for 

Geoanalysis Models

3.1 Encapsulation and Packaging Component

The encapsulation and packaging component is responsible for the customization and encapsulation 
of the data and behavior module and the packaging of the related resources module and the model service 
deployment module. 

Encapsulation of the data and behavior module is intended to make each model conform to a 
standard application programming interface (API). Prior to encapsulation, models must be described 
using a model description language (Yue et al., 2016b). A model description language document is used 
to describe the model’s attributes, behaviors, and runtime demands. Figure 3 shows the model 
description language document, which consists of three nodes: AttributeSet, Behaviors, and Runtime. 
Here, the SWAT model is used as an example to introduce the method of composing a model description 
language document.

(1) The AttributeSet node is composed of the properties of the model, including a brief introduction, 
abstract, keywords, and categories.

(2) The Behavior node introduces run behaviors and data interactions in the model. The 
DatasetDeclarations node is used to show the schema of the data (Yue et al., 2015). Each 
DatasetDeclarations node is a schema of the input/output data. The states in the StateGroup node 
represent the run states of this model. Different events occur in each state, and each event involves data 
interactions in the model. The state of the geoanalysis model is its step or phase, and the event is a 
behavior, such as requesting model data for a given state. In the event node, the ResponseParameter tag 
represents the behavior of the requesting input data, and the DispatchParameter node represents that of 
the responding output data. The SWAT model is divided into four states: WatershedDelienationState, 
HydroResponseUnitState, RunSWATState, and SWATBasinShapeGenerator. 
WatershedDelienationState is used to generate watershed data using DEM data, mask data, and threshold 
values. HydroResponseUnitState is used to create the hydrologic response unit by using watershed, land 
data, soil, and weather data. RunSWATState is used to invoke the SWAT executable to start the 
simulation, and SWATBasinShapeGenerator is used to generate results in shapefile format.

(3) The Runtime node introduces deployment information, including entry information, hardware 
dependency, software dependency, assembly dependency, and resource dependency. This document is 
used to couple model resource and computer resource. The encapsulation program of SWAT is built in 
Windows, uses C# as programming language, and uses MapWindow API (Ames et al., 2008). Thus, this 
model need 1.0G for CUP main frequency and 1024M constitute the hardware dependencies, and 
Windows, C# 2010 and MapWindow constitute the software dependencies. According to other 
environment requirements, data preprocessing libraries such as GDALRasterMapping, 
OGRVectorMapping and TauDEM_Path make up the assembly dependencies, and software installing 
packages GDAL and MSMPS make up resource dependency.

The model description language document is the bridge between the model providers and users of 
the model service. With the help of this document, model providers can use the encapsulation module to 
encapsulate models of geoanalysis as standardized models. In this way, model service users can prepare 
input data and obtain results through the document. The module aims to map native interaction interfaces, 
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which are the original interactions of the geoanalysis models with users, to standardized interfaces, as 
shown on the left side of Figure 4, to achieve a one-to-one correspondence among them. The interfaces 
of the native model are original interactions with the users, such as running an executable file or invoking 
a function in a library file. The wrapper system can interact with standardized interfaces, including 
behavior interfaces, data interfaces, and log interfaces. The behavior interfaces consist of an initialization 
interface, a state-switching interface, and an event-firing interface. These interfaces aim to control 
switching between model states and events. The data interfaces consist of a data input interface and a 
data output interface for data interaction between the model and the wrapper system. The log interfaces 
consist of a message output interface, a warning output interface, and an error output interface, which 
are used to record the process and status information of the running instances. As shown on the right side 
of Figure 4, the operations in the SWAT model have standard interfaces that facilitate interaction 
between modules of the standard component in the wrapper system, and contribute to invoking and 
running the service in subsequent steps.
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Fig. 3. Structure of the model description language document.
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Fig. 4. Map of the model encapsulation interfaces.

Following encapsulation, the standardized geoanalysis model can be wrapped as executable files or 
script files. The execution of these executable or script files often relies on other files, including 
dependent libraries such as dynamic link library (DLL) and shared object (SO) files, and related resources 
such as model description files and test data. Model providers should package all these files by packaging 
the related resources module to a model service package that can be deployed in the wrapper system. As 
shown in Figure 5, the SWAT model files in the package are composed of model-related files, model-
related resources, and copyright files. 

(1) The model-related files stored in the model folder consist of the model startup file, model-
dependent libraries, and a model description language document. The model startup file is used to run 
the model; an example is the SWATModelAllInOne.exe file. The model-dependent libraries are files that 
support the execution of the model, such as the SWAT_664_64rel.exe file and the 
nxmodel.context.csharp.dll file. The model description language document is used to describe the 
geoanalysis models; SWATModel664.mdl is an example. 

(2) Model-related resources consist of resource files and test data. The former are stored in the 
supportive folder and are the installation packages on which the models rely. The test data stored in the 
testify folder determine whether the test model can run correctly, where the data are composed according 
to the model input description rules. 

(3) The copyright information stored in the license file is the copyright statement or open-source 
statement of the model.
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Fig. 5. Generation of a model service package.

Model service packages must be deployed in a wrapper system as they become model services. 
Three steps are involved in the model service deployment module: deployment information matching 
(such as software and hardware information), model information extraction and registration, and model 
file deployment. 

(1) Deployment information matching involves matching the software and hardware information 
between the model description language document and the target wrapper system. Thus, the model 
service deployers can determine whether the model service runs normally in this system. As shown in 
the Runtime node in Figure 3, the SWAT model needs a Windows platform; if an administrator of a 
wrapper system in Linux wants to deploy this package, the wrapper system prevents it.

(2) Model information extraction and registration extracts information from the model description 
language document and stores it in the service information library. With information extraction, the 
model service can be registered in the wrapper system, which makes it easy for users to query. 

(3) Model file deployment is the release of the file resources mentioned above to the model service 
library.

3.2 Management and Publication Component

3.2.1 Information Classification and Permission Setting

Running the model service is dependent on more than a single geo-simulation resource. Thus, the 
model wrapper system is important for the management of several geo-simulation resources. For 
example, once a model user invokes the SWAT model in the wrapper system, the system must record 
this task and publish it as a service to the user. Figure 6 shows that these geo-simulation resources in 
the wrapper system include model service-related resources and data-related resources.
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Fig. 6. Geo-simulation resources in the wrapper system.

The model service-related resources can be used to retrieve, manage, invoke, and run model services. 
These resources include model services, model run records, and model running instances as follows:

(1) Through the deployment module, model services are deployed from model service packages, 
which include model service information and model service files. The model service information is 
classified into three parts: model attribute information, model deployment information, and model 
status and access information. The model attribute information is extracted from the model 
description language document. Model deployment information and some of the model status and 
access information are generated by the wrapper system. Different parts of the information have 
different duties. This information can help model service users find the right models.

a. Model attribute information (such as model name, model type, version, and description) is 
used to describe model services.
b. Model deployment information (such as deployment time and deployer information) is used 
to record information concerning when model services are deployed. 
c. Model status and access information (such as online/offline, permission, public/private, and 
registration) are used to mark the statuses and authorities of the model services. 

Once the model services have been deployed, the management module stores this information in a 
service information library and builds an index of model services to facilitate retrieval by users. The 
retrieval interfaces are shown in Section 3.2.2. Meanwhile, the model service files are extracted 
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from the abovementioned model service package.
(2) The model records are used to record information concerning the status, configuration, and log 
whereby model services are invoked. Model service users can supervise the status and obtain the 
results through records.

a. Model status information refers to the model in the given status divided into finished, 
unfinished, and exception. 
b. Configuration information is a configuration document that supports running the model 
service, including the input/output information of the model and the ID of the instance of model 
execution. 
c. The log information contains the run information of the model during execution and, at the 
end of the run, contains information logs of state switching, model stand output, stand exception, 
and error invocation.

(3) The model running instances of the model are program processes of the model services and are 
stored in a model instance library. These instances consist of run record information and the model 
instance handle. The instance handle contains information such as the model instance ID and model 
communication interface.
Data-related resources in Figure 6 are the input/output data of the run model services and data 

preprocessing methods and include the following elements:

(1) Prior to running the model services, the wrapper system should provide services to help users of 
the services upload input data, and these data should be stored in the data cache library. The data 
stored in the library include the format, size, tag, generation time, and other metadata. As the model 
services complete processing, the output data are stored in the data cache library, which allows users 
to check, download, and visualize them. 
(2) Data preprocessing methods are conversion programs and libraries that may be invoked in model 
service. These methods are stored in the data preprocessing methods library.

The permission setting is designed according to the above analysis. The controlled status and access 
for model services in a service-oriented wrapper system for geoanalysis models are controlled by the 
model status and access information. These consist of online/offline information, permission information, 
public information, and register information as follows:

(1) The online status implies that the model service is available and can be used, whereas an offline 
status means that the model service is unavailable and cannot be used. 
(2) Permission information is used to show users the token type before using the model to ensure 
that the model service is authorized for use. The token is a key string set by a model provider and 
is used to control access to model services through provision to specific users. Public information 
has two states: private and public. 
(3) A private state means that the model services can be used only by the administrator of the given 
wrapper system. A public state means that model services can be queried and used by everyone in 
the network. 
(4) Register information indicates whether the model has been registered on a portal site. Portal site 
is a web site that gathers registered models for sharing on the Internet. A registered model service 
is a model service that can be used in the portal. 
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As shown in Figure 7, model service sharing is divided into three levels in the wrapper system: 
private model service, public model service, and registered model service. Different user groups use 
different model service levels. Thus, the wrapper system can control access rights for control of the model 
services.

Fig. 7. Relationships among private model services, public model services and registered model services.

3.2.2 Design and Publication of Services Using REST 

All of the system’s APIs for model management and use are published through the publication 
module. The publication protocols of related geo-simulation resource services that need to be published 
in the wrapper system are in Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), and the design of the API follows the 
REST approach, where web services are invoked as URL based requests. The path names of these 
resources are different and include the resource IDs to indicate access to a unique resource. The basic 
operations are addition, deletion, query, and update of the resources, and the HTTP requests that POST, 
DELETE, GET, and PUT correspond to these operations, respectively. Special operations used to 
identify resources by a query string are added behind the path. For example, the invoking operation needs 
“?ac=run” to be added to the end of the path in the API of the model service resource. As service-invoking 
interfaces are designed according to the REST style, they can accommodate various user operations in 
the related geo-simulation resource services.

The design of the model service-invoking interfaces is shown in Table 1:
Table 1 Design of model service-invoking interfaces

Request URL Type Introduction

/modelser POST Deploy a new model service.

/modelser?ac=search&mid=[:MID] GET Search model services by MID.

/modelser?ac=search&mid=[:PID] GET Search model services by PID.

/modelser/json/all?start=[:START]&co

unt=[:COUNT]

GET Obtain all public local model services by 

paging or not, START is the begin index of the 

model services, and COUNT is the query count.
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/modelser/json/[:MSID] GET Obtain the model service information by the 

MSID in JSON format.

/modelser/inputdata/json/[: MSID] GET Obtain the data schema of the input model by 

the MSID in JSON format.

/modelser/[:MSID]?ac=start PUT Set the service status of the model by the 

MSID as online (publish service).

/modelser/[: MSID] ac=stop PUT Set the service status of the model by the 

MSID as offline.

/modelser/[: MSID] DELETE Delete a model service by the MSID.

/modelser/[:MSID]?ac=run&inputdata=

[{"StateId":"[:SID]", 

"StateName":"[:SNAME]", 

"StateDes":"[:STATEDECRIPTION]", 

"Event":"[:EVENTNAME]", "DataId": 

"[:GDID]", "Destroyed": 

[:DESTROY]}]&outputdate=[]&auth="[:TO

KEN] "

GET Invoke the model service by the MSID; 

inputdata identifies the input data; outputdata 

identifies the parameters of the output data; SID is 

the state id; EVENTNAME is the name of the 

event; GDID is the id of the data stored in the data 

cache library; TOKEN is the token of the 

permission model service.

    
The designs of the invoking interfaces for data services are shown in Table 2.

Table 2 Design of invoking interfaces for data services

Request Url Type Introduction

/geodata?type=[:TYPE] POST Upload data, TYPE is the upload data type.

/geodata/[:GDID] GET Download data by the GDID id.

The designs of the interaction interface for model running instances are shown in Table 3.
Table 3 Design of invoking interfaces for model instances

Request Url Type Introduction

/modelins/json/[: GUID] GET Get the running instance process 

information in JSON format by the GDID id.

/modelins /[:GUID]?ac=kill PUT Kill the running instance process by the 

GDID id.

/modelins /[:GUID]?ac=pause PUT Pause the running instance process by the 

GDID id

/modelins /[:GUID]?ac=resume PUT Resume the running instance process by the 

GDID id

/modelins 

/[:GUID]?ac=updatedata&data=[:DATA]

PUT Update data of the running instance process 

by the GDID id and DATA is the new data to 
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cover previous data

3.3 Communication and Running Interaction Component

3.3.1 Communication and Interaction Design

As indicated above, the interaction of a geoanalysis model can be complex and can vary greatly 
from one model to the next. Thus, it is important to extend and design related communication and running 
interaction interfaces of geoanalysis models to reduce the amount of communication needed between 
models. For example, for the Unstructured Grid Finite Volume Community Ocean Model (FVCOM) 
(Chen et al., 2003), step one entails two input data items. First, users input a geodom.dat file, which 
indicates the numbers of points and triangles in mesh. Then, they input other files to indicate the location 
of the points and the structure of the triangles. As shown in Figure 8, the communication and interaction 
module operates in two parts: the wrapper system and the model running instance. 

The wrapper system has a publication module, a control module, and a communication module. The 
publication module provides invocation interfaces to communicate with users provided in 3.2.2 by HTTP. 
The control module is used to control the logical operation of the instances of model execution and to 
translate the order of users into the order of interactions of this execution by Socket. The communication 
module is used to send messages to the instances of model execution by configuring a document to run 
the model service or to send messages for user operation and to receive messages from such instances. 

There are two modules in the model running instance: the running module and the monitoring 
module. The running module is used to execute the native model and map native interfaces to standard 
interfaces. The monitoring module is used to accept messages from the wrapper system, change the state 
in the running module using an internal message exchange mechanism, and send messages from the 
running module. 

Finally, the interaction protocol involves the interaction of order and message between instances of 
execution of the model and the wrapper system. Once the model services have been invoked by users, 
the wrapper system fires a model running instance in the computing node. Then, these instances 
communicate with the communication module in the wrapper system, which can change the run state 
based on this protocol in the model running instance and can obtain the state and output messages from 
it. In some cases, the user can stop model running instances using this protocol. The interaction between 
the model running instance and the wrapper system is shown in Figure 9. These interaction protocols are 
shown below:
 Initialization: The model prepares for and begins to enter the running status and obtains the 

running parameters.
 Enter state: The model begins to enter a running state, and the state is marked.
 Fire event: The model triggers an event in a state, and the content of the general event is the 

input/output data of the model or parameter adjustment, which is a state that contains one or 
more events.

 Request data: The model running instance asks the wrapper system for the input data of an 
event in a state.

 Response data: The model running instance sends the wrapper system the input data of an 
event in a state.

 Leave state: The model running instance leaves a state, and the state is marked as stateless.
 Finalize: The model running instance releases all resources and prepares to end the program.
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 Request data mapping path: The wrapper system sends the mapping library directory to the 
model running instance, which helps the model running instance locate the corresponding data 
mapping method.

 Message export: The model running instance outputs information.
 Error export: The model running instance outputs error information.
 Warning export: The model running instance outputs warning information.

Fig. 8. Communication mechanism for running the model service. 

Fig. 9. Interaction between the model running instance and the wrapper system.

3.3.2 Running Monitoring and Real-time Control
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When running model services, interactions between instances of the running model and the wrapper 
system are determined by the input/output configurations of the model services. Based on the 
requirements of service users, the configuration documents for running the model service are created by 
the wrapper system. The input/output configurations of the model services are determined by the 
configuration documents. As shown in Figure 10, the configuration document consists of four parts: the 
model service ID, model running instance ID, and model input and output data. The model service ID is 
the unique ID of the model service in the service information library, and the model service information 
can be queried by using this. The model running instance ID is the unique ID used by model running 
instances to interact with the wrapper system. The input/output data of the model service are data 
interactions with the model service during the run. In Figure 10, the input data are DEM data, and the 
output data are filled DEM data.

The wrapper system can monitor the status of the running instance of the model through calculations. 
This monitoring involves records of run logs and exception judgments. 

The run log records contain a log of the communication between the running instances and the 
wrapper system, such as messages, errors, and warning export information, and the standard outputs and 
error messages of the running instances of the model. 

Fig. 10. Content of the configuration document for running a model service.

Various exceptions in executing the model service may occur, such as an exception in the model 
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program, a mismatch between model services and data, or a mismatch between model services and the 
computing environment. During execution, the model service has five indicators for the types of 
exceptions, including whether the process is successfully invoked; whether the communication module 
is running; and standard output, standard error, and error-invoking information. These indicators can 
provide users with information concerning the exceptions of the model service executed to evaluate the 
types of run exceptions encountered in executing the model.

4. Experiment

4.1 System Building

Using the designs described above, the authors employed the SWAT model (Version 664) and 
FVCOM as examples to show the capabilities of the proposed service-oriented wrapper system. Through 
standard encapsulation and packaging, service-oriented deployment, management, invocation, and 
monitoring of the model service, this case study completed all resource preparations, model service 
management and publishing, and model service interaction. The encapsulation module provided C++, 
C# and JAVA as Software Development Kit (SDK) to encapsulate various geoanalysis models as 
standardized models. The management module and communication module were built using Node.js. 
The wrapper system used HTTP and Socket to communicate with users and model running instances. 
HTTP uses 8060 port and Socket uses 6000 as default. The geo-simulation resource library consisted of 
MongoDB, Redis, and Memory Cache. Model services and data preprocessing methods were stored in 
MongoDB, the data cache was stored in Redis, and the model running instances were stored in Memory 
Cache. Figure 11 shows the implementation of the wrapper system. 

Fig. 11. Structure of the wrapper system.

We built a graphical user interface (GUI) to provide a function for the administrator to manage these 
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resources in the network. As shown in Figure 12, the left sidebar of the wrapper system GUI shows the 
management entries for all resource types, including model resources and data resources. The icons in 
the middle of the page can be used for rapid access to sub-pages, including those for the management of 
model services, the notice system, computer information, model service deployment, running service 
records, the child–node agent, data cache, and help.

Fig. 12. Homepage of the wrapper system for geoanalysis 

The model service list page shows the model services stored in the model service library. As shown 
in Figure 13, the administrator can manage model services on this page, which shows the information 
and operation of the model services. The information includes the name, version, type, permission, 
accessibility, and status of the model. The operation of model services includes detail, invocation, and 
registration.

Fig. 13. Model service list.

The data cache list page shows the input/output data stored in the data cache library. As shown in 
Figure 14, the administrator of the wrapper system manages the input/output data cache of the model run 
in the data cache list page. This page shows the information and operation of the data cache. The 
information includes the data tag, storage type, data size, and date of generation. The operation includes 
checking, visualization, download, and deletion.
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Fig. 14. Data cache list.

    The model service record page is used to monitor the running of model services and check the 
results. As shown in Figure 15, the run records include run record statistics, a run record list, and 
details of the run records. The run record statistics are used to monitor all run records and show the 
statistical information in this wrapper system. As shown in Figure 15a, the statistical information 
includes the number of model services invoked over a certain period and the model services invoked 
most often in the given wrapper system. As shown in Figure 15c, the run record list shows records that 
have been invoked in this wrapper system and provide the entry to check the details of the run record, 
as shown in Figure 15b. The running record is each run of a model service and show detail of running 
information, including the configuration and information on the model service run and log. As shown 
in Figure 15d, on the run records page, the input/output data can be visualized.

Fig. 15. Monitoring of run model services and related records.
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4.2 Services Generation

We used the SWAT model and FVCOM as examples to show all procedures. The SWAT model is 
wrapped by C# and FVCOM by JAVA.

Through standard encapsulation, the model service provider can map native data and the behavior 
interfaces to standard interfaces using the encapsulation tools described above. As shown in Figure 
16a, the provider builds an executable file with standard interfaces from the SWAT model through 
encapsulation. In this example, the watershed data are calculated by invoking TauDEM using DEM 
data, hydrologic response units are generated by invoking MapWindow API, and the simulation is 
initiated by using the SWAT executable file. Then, as shown in Figure 16b, the provider copies the 
related files to a folder and packages them. 

Fig. 16. Encapsulation and packaging of the SWAT model.

As shown in Figure 17a, once the model service package of SWAT has been generated, the 
administrator of the wrapper system can deploy the package to a wrapper system on the deployment 
page. Once a model service of SWAT is deployed, the service is listed in the model service list. A model 
service is published by setting the service status to “online,” as shown in Figure 17b. By clicking the 
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register button, as illustrated in Figure 17c, the SWAT model service can be registered on the portal site. 
Once the service is registered, it is shared on the internet, and every user in the portal can use the SWAT 
model services provided by this computer.

Fig. 17. Deployment of the SWAT model.

4.3 Services Use

Model users can obtain model services pertaining to SWAT information in two ways. One way is 
to open the GUI page in the wrapper system directly, and the other is to visit the portal site 
(http://geomodeling.njnu.edu.cn) and search index keywords of SWAT. In the first way, as shown in 
Figure 18a, the administrator provides the local URL of the wrapper system to service users. By visiting 
the URL of the wrapper system, users can access the SWAT service directly and use it. In the second 
way, as shown in Figure 18b, service users can search model items related to SWAT in the portal. They 
can then obtain more details about SWAT and select an available service to use, which is registered in 
the portal.
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Fig. 18. Using the services.

As shown in Figure 19a and 19b, users can obtain details and information concerning the 
input/output of the SWAT model service and prepare the input data for execution. The invocation of the 
model service-monitoring page is shown in Figure 19c. To demonstrate this, we used data from Mexico, 
including DEM data, land use data, soil data, and weather data. On this page, users can check the status 
of a model run and obtain input/output data once the run is finished. Figure 19d shows the output data of 
the SWAT model and some indicators in each sub-watershed. In this example, NO2 output was set as the 
indicator.
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Fig. 19. SWAT model service.

As shown in Figure 20, we used the same method as a service to encapsulate FVCOM, which 
consists of four steps. The authors thus represent FVCOM as four model services. The input data were 
mesh data from the East Sea of China and a few parameters, and the output data were the flow speed of 
waves in the East Sea of China. By refactoring the mesh data and output data, we visualized the results 
as shown in Figure 20d.
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Fig. 20. FVCOM model service.

5. Discussion

We designed and developed a flexible service-oriented wrapper system for geoanalysis models. To 
date, there are more than 500 model services registered and available in our system. Most of these model 
services are simple calculation models, such as slope and buffer calculation models and there are also 
over 10 large models (still increasing), including the SWAT and FVCOM models mentioned above, 
SWMM, and the WRF model. We are still collecting models, and encourage related researchers to upload 
their geoanalysis models. Among the generation procedures for model service, encapsulation is the most 
difficult. We are continually providing sets of tools and SDK to facilitate this step, including providing 
several program languages for SDK and a code generator for encapsulation. 

With the development of geographical and technological tools, the behavior of geoanalysis models 
is becoming increasingly complex. Such models have not only simple running states but also many other 
behaviors such as iterations, exchange of parameters with other geoanalysis models, and other complex 
interactions. In summary, we will support more complex interactions between geoanalysis models and 
the wrapper system.

An advantage of the loose-coupling framework is its flexibility for simulation resource contributors, 
including model resource and computer resource, and the service-oriented architecture makes it 
convenient to share and reuse geoanalysis models in the wrapper system on the web. For example, a 
student develops a large model which need massive computing but could not pay the bill for high 
performance computer. A non-profit organization may provide a HPC for students for free. The wrapper 
system can be the bridge between them and provide the model service for the user on the web. 

We choose to design and code the wrapper system with the help of open source or free software and 
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libraries, and to encapsulate original geoanalysis models as plug-and-play components. However, the 
performance of model services will be limited in this architecture, especially for small models, like geo-
processing tasks. Fox example, in the model running instance, the monitoring module will cover extra 
hardware resources, such as threads, and must have message exchange with the wrapper system, which 
will entail massive time costs. Furthermore, message exchange on the web is slower than it is in memory. 
But for complex and slow running models, the additional time costs associated with message exchange 
on the web can be inconsequential compared to mode run-time. 

Geoanalysis models require different data formats, hardware and software environments, and 
execution approaches. Before running a model service, the wrapper system must search, convert, and 
match data that exist on the web to support the execution of the model services. Making full use of the 
intelligent data index and preparation and quickly coupling the data with the model are other key research 
issues in model service sharing. We intend to complete model service-oriented data preparation on the 
web.

In addition, security for open services on the web remains a concern. We have integrated some limits 
for usage control for three levels of users as mentioned above, but there still remains much work in 
service protection for different users. Model service sharing does not always entail the unconditional 
sharing of a model resource. It involves various stakeholders (such as model service providers, service 
users, and computing resource providers). According to collaboration and profit distributions, we need 
to perfect the access to and control of model services during the contribution, usage, and research of each 
stakeholder. In so doing, the interests of all stakeholders (such as copyrights) can be protected, model 
services can be shared, and exploration and collaboration can occur to solve complex geographical 
problems on the web.

6. Summary

We described an implementation strategy for a service-oriented wrapper system for geoanalysis 
models in the open web environment. The wrapper system solves key points, including the preparation 
of model resources, the management and publication of model resources, and the invocation and 
execution of services. We analysis using scenario for the wrapper system and types of geo-simulation 
resources in this article. We also create the interface for service user and protocol between model running 
instances and the wrapper system to enrich interaction for service users. Finally, we have provided an 
implementation of the wrapper system and two cases (SWAT model and FVCOM) usage in the wrapper 
system. Thus, by publishing geoanalysis models as services in the open web environment, the wrapper 
system supports service-oriented reuse and sharing of geoanalysis models for geographical research.
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• Reusing geo-analysis models as services in the web environment.
• Standardizing heterogeneous models by encapsulation.
• Managing strategies for kinds of simulation resources.
• Providing service users with interfaces for running model services.
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